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About This Game

Summary:

If you thought there has to be a story behind every game.Sorry to disappoint you. What this game offers is raw game
play.Completing each level should make you feel achieved.By the time you finish this gave you would have attained a
few virtues such as Patience.Best of luck. You would need it.

Game Play:

Guide the ball left or right and jump to make progress. You might have to interact with the world as well.
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iQuantile
Publisher:
iQuantile
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2018
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Pentium G4560 3.5 GHz Dual-Core

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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a rollback story

Cool collection of SOR style games, controls are responsive and smooth all games run perfectly well and there is a save and load
option, what's not to like (:. Played this a lot on mobile, although I have the Steam version through buying it on itch.io since I
wanted to support the developer.
It's one of the more realistic ATC simulators out there, and personally I enjoy it. It's a nice time killer and gameplay can be
easily resumed, so it's great for playing during short periods of time.
Developer has been surprisingly responsive with updates over the years even with the 3.99 price tag.. This game cured my
depression.. Excellent! One of the best Cold War games around!. Don't listen to the bad reviews for this game. The art, style,
setting, story, characters, gameplay and so much more are really dark, gritty, onimous and have a lot of the other aspects that
really hit well with the noir genre. It really feels like you're playing some old Film Noir and really hit home with me as I am a
huge fan of the genre.

The puzzles aren't too cryptic, but aren't too easy. Most take a little bit of thinking without having some ridiculous solution that
makes no sense as I have encountered in other adventure games. The story flows well, has twists and turns and always has a
dark, slightly melancholy feel. The soundtrack is great ((and comes free with the game)) The game brings the suspense, style
and so much more. Unlike many games today, it's really easy to delve into and really become entangled with the plot, characters,
their issues and so much more.

While the game does have a FEW MINOR problems, they are just that. FEW and MINOR. It's a nod to the classic style and feel
of adventure games, in a world where gaming is becoming too mundane and unimaginative. It's a highly underrated game that
deserves so much more. I enjoyed it so much that I will buy the sequel as soon as it comes out.. I Love the Game, i Spend a lot
of Hours in and i Think it will accumulate more, this is not my Problem.

I am incredibly disappointed from the Map Editor, not beacause you have to pay for it. I have not a Problem with a Map Editor
who is easy to handle and spend a littel money for it.

My Problem is that i can not Create Planets which I would like to create, because you have no access to the Surface to Change
the Combi of the buildable area. You cant also change the advantages areas, Like Military +3 or who is Sitting the Helios Ore.

And in the Editing of the Planets there are no description of the different bonuses they could have, this is so corrosive,
confusing and unnecessary.

I am so massive angry, that i advise against the Map Editor DLC. The Description that i can Create my Own Universe is a joke.

The Content of the Planets is still random, and for that i dont need this Map Pack, im so .......... The concept is interesting. I'm
not very good, but it's entertaining.

However, I have a very strong misgiving about this game, it's about its auto-detection of a "gamepad". If you have a joystick
plugged in, ANY joystick, the game won't let you use the keyboard. It could let you use both, or let you choose (and keep the
keyboard usable in the menus). But nope. So, I had to unplug my beautiful flight stick in order to be able to play the game
(because, yep, a flight stick ain't an ideal gamepad for a fighting game, believe you that).

So, THIS specific problem smells of badly thought user interface.

All in all, I'm not sure I'd recommend the game - though I'm not saying to outright avoid it, either.
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Very cute puzzle platform game, if you're into that sort of thing you should check this game out.

The controls are simple, jump up and move sideways. You collect keys to open 'doors' and interact with items in the levels to
achieve the goal of reaching the end of the level.

It's a simple game with a few obsticles which take a big more thinking and precise jumps to figure out, but nothing as intense as
super meat boy. It took me about 5 hours to perfect the game.. Chapter 3 of Vinty's calligraphy story, very well written and
seems the writing has gotten better as the story continues on.

This time around, Vinty and Excelia investigate sightings of a ghost who had passed away years earlier... suddenly doing
calligraphy again?

Turns out to be a close friend of the calligrapher wanting her spirit to live on while still trying to figure out how to do the perfect
strokes for her art.

Something wonderful with this entry is if you click on Video, it takes you to InvertMouse's youtube channel and a video to
accompany that part of the story. There is also a message option later for leaving a message to Kiki.

Story was sad, beautiful, and a roller coaster of emotional stuff that happened over Kiki's lifetime.

Whether this goes on sale or is at full price, I think this was well worth reading through.. A decent game with a some problems.

Tactical Combat
Fighting early on is fun, fighting the small robots and the squishy aliens. Then the problem with the UFO series of games. The
difficulty curve hits you like a cliff face when you meet the first serious aliens with grenade launchers. So unless you knew
ahead of time to invest in Stability training (soldier cant be knocked over) your squads will be obliterated as Altar loves to throw
a very high proportion of explosive users into the enemy combat squads. When you get past this and tech up with better armour
& guns the game becomes a cake walk again until the next curve hits. Matriarchs, virtually unhittable and resistant to most
anything. again you will muddle through as you tech up some more and brute force your way through them when encountered.
(sniper shots to legs can knock them down if you can buy your sniper enough time to hit that 10% shot)

Strategy Layer
Bread and butter of this style of game. Globes with your base and where you do research and production. The mining resources
should be looked up. 1 metal mine gets u lvl 1 metal resource to use in production (you dont accumulate arbitrary numbers of
materials its all based on the numbers of mines you have), 2 mines gets you lvl 2. bu them you need 4 mines for lvl 3, but then
you need 7 mines for lvl 4 pushing your need to expand.
again the expansion early on is quick and easy. until you push up against an enem at which point if you try to build in a territory
next to an enemy there is a chance you will be attacked. this does make the end game drag. your progress just doesnt go
anywhere when you are constantly attacked. at the end I was saving then trying to build and reloading if i was attacked just to
make progress. The game has defensive structures to stop the random attacks on your terriory but the chance of them working is
so slim that they are worthless, I would suggest you look for the mod to make these 100% chance to stop attacks. because of the
difficulty curve. the fight will either be a cake walk waste of time or you just get pummelled by waves of unkillable aliens.

I bought this back when it first came out on DVDand have played two full campaigns. and picked it up cheap here and enjoyed
my 16-17 hrs i put into it. Its a decent game that with a bit more thought into the difficulty curve/wall could have been great.
Rough around the edges in every respect. Very poor English throughout. A few nice puzzles if you bother to get to them. Not
exactly a disaster but all rather unpolished and hum-ho.. I'm sorry but this experience is very small and not as nice as in the
trailer. Maybe it will be developed in the future but for now it is not worth paying money for. Sorry. a free to play game that
feal's like golden sun. the questing system is solid sortof on the line's of wow though were it's mostly click click click what am I
soposed to do again, all in all great game and is very nestalgic.
. I don't really do this recommending of Early Access. But, I like the dev' and he is a pretty decent guy. Super active. Great
update time.
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